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This is a celebration. It is both a birth and an anniversary.
For Yale and Connecticut it is a beginning of a new era, a new forward step in
biomedical research. Here and now we break ground for a new Center which will
bring together outstanding investigators. By their work together, they will push
forward the frontier of understanding of normal and abnormal molecular, cellular,
and organic phenomenon. From their insights, their experimental proof or disproof
of new hypotheses, will come applications which hold promise of prevention, hope
and cure of human cancer.
For the National Cancer Institute it is also a milestone. We salute the fifth
anniversary of the National Cancer Act of 1971.
We also celebrate this occasion as an important symbol ofthe trilateral partnership
among federal, state, and private centers of initiative. Each in a literal sense was
indispensable to the accomplishment of the other. Yale is proud to be part of this
partnership. Yale is enormously grateful to her partners.
The sense of national need, the enormous cost of modern biomedical facilities and
instrumentation have brought us a long way from the simpler pre-war days. National
needs can no longer be met without the mobilization of national resources.
The war taught us that.
But we all had misgivings then about massive peacetime federal support of
independent research.
We feared strings at best. At worst we feared political abuse and favoritism. What
would happen to the search for truth if research grants and contracts became
corrupted by the same instincts for political payoffand kickback which characterized
some public building and service contracts?
We have to say, however, that the thirty years ofpostwar development offederally
sponsored academic research has been significantly free ofpolitical abuse. Accounta-
bility, yes; distortion or dictation, no. This has been due, in large part, to the
insistence that awards be made on the basis ofpeer review, rather than on the basis of
allocation by bureaucrats or politicians. Review by one's peers is more difficult, but
still possible, even in the case of grants for institutional centers. The National Cancer
Institute is to be commended for sticking to this tradition. Not a little of the credit
goes to the only man in the nation who had the full confidence ofboth Mr. Nixon and
Mr. Kennedy-my friend Benno Schmidt. The strategy for the deployment of
resources for research relevant to cancer was convincingly above the claims of the
self-interest of any particular institution; for it was developed by an ad hoc group
under a man who was in one place when he drew the grand design, and, alas, in
another when the grand design was executed-Lew Thomas.
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All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.I am quite serious when I say that even those of us who so often tear our hair in
public in exasperation about the coercive use of the federal spending power, are
joined in admiration and gratitude to the scientific and lay statesmen who have done
so much to devise ways in which big science could gain federal support without the
blackmail and shakedown which has characterized so many other sectors which have
become dependent upon government largesse.
In the federal support ofeducation, too, from the G.I. Bill on through the National
Defense Education Act and subsequent Acts, feUowships, grants, guaranteed loans
have been made available and administered without strings or conditions which
would coerce either the student or the institution, or distort the programs ofeither.
Of course receipt of federal research and educational support brought with it the
obligation to assure the government that affirmative steps were taken to assure equal
opportunity for appointment and admission.
It was not long before other good causes, too, were promoted by attaching con-
ditions to federal contracts. So, ifwe are not to lose our contracts, we must meet the
needs of the handicapped. We must protect students against abuse of secret records.
Some of us have wondered whether the placing of a contract in one area of a
university warrants imposition of regulations on the university as a whole. Also some
basic constitutional instincts in favor of federalism and home rule were aroused
against the unlimited expansion of regulatory power under the guise of the spending
power. Nevertheless we applauded the motivation and supported the underlying
causes.
As we break new ground here, however, new ground of a different sort has been
broken by the Conference Committee Report on the current health manpower
legislation. This now sits upon the President's desk awaiting his signature. Under this
act the imposition of requirements and conditions is no longer limited to the
furtherance of constitutional values. It is not even designed to further good causes of
general applicability. This legislation seeks to make the Secretary of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare the admissions officer for any medical school which would receive a
capitation grant, or whose students want federally insured loans.
Under this legislation no school shall receive either capitation grants, or loans for
its students through the new guaranteed loan program unless it will reserve spaces for
transferees from foreign medical schools as apportioned among American medical
schools by the Secretary.
This is an outrageous federal intrusion upon academic self-determination. It bears
no rational relation to the purposes of either the student loan or institutional grant
programs. Furthermore, it seeks to single out for special benefit a group who by
definition did not meet the criteria for admission established by American medical
schools. And this group is by circumstance further limited to those who were affluent
enough to be able to study abroad when they were turned down at home.
I submit that the perversity ofthis legislation is manifest and its constitutionality is
very dubious. It seeks to force American medical schools to admit persons many
of whom would not have been admitted on their own. It was never proposed or
discussed in hearings or in debate. It was just slipped in during the conference
committee negotiations and accepted by a harried and hurried conference committee
anxious to complete years of work on a health manpower bill. None of the parties
affected had a chance to make their views known before final passage by the Senate
and the House.
I bring this wretched business up here, not to spoil the celebration, but because
each one of us who cares about the quality of research and scholarship, education
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and training, as well as clinical care has a stake in this matter. It seems to me fitting
on an occasion which celebrates the best in the partnership of private and public
initiative to reassert that all three ofus-federal, state and private-and the nation at
large have much to lose ifgrants and contracts are abused to usurp the initiative and
distort the mission of academic centers of medical science and clinical training.
Ifwe do not take our stand against this latest abuse ofthe grant making power, you
of the Cancer Institute and the federal medical science establishment will lose the
quality of independent research which you count on for new breakthroughs. Our
Governor, this state, and all other states will lose the vitality of local academic
initiative. We in academic and other non-profit research institutions will betray our
trust if we are not allowed to exercise our bestjudgment about who is best qualified
to study and work in our laboratories. The whole society will lose if academic
preferment becomes more a question of special interest legislation than ofcompeti-
tive merit.
Happily the Constitution of the United States is not dead, and perhaps its re-
straints upon the abuse offederal power may provide judicial protection and redress
where Congressional self-restraint has failed.
We here, dedicated to the furtherance of human understanding of human health,
have a common cause. It is to maintain the vitality of academic freedom and self-
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